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                        Are You Ready for the Rapture?

                        Are You Ready for the Rapture? details a dream given to the author and leads us to several Scripture passages concerning the resurrection, transformed bodies of believers, and the rapture. Important reading! Are you ready for the rapture?
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                        The Mara Horoscope

                        The Mara Horoscope exposes how horoscopes are being used even among Christians. Seemingly innocent horoscopes have invaded social media. In this article, you will learn about what is really behind them.
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                        Healing from Trauma

                        Healing from Trauma will help you to understand how demons can gain access through trauma and how to get free from them.
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                        AI Technology and the Push for a One-World Religion

                        AI Technology and the Push for a One-World Religion will provide you with a glimpse of how AI technology may be used in the last days to promote a one-world religion.
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                        Biblical Giving

                        Biblical Giving will help you to understand God’s purposes for giving in the church today and how you might give according to God’s standards. This is a vital teaching for a confused church.
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                        Great Apostasy

                        We are living in a day of great apostasy. Do not be led astray!
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                        Door Greeter Qualifications

                        What does a person need to do, in order to be an effective door greeter? Is this job just for anyone? Find out!
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                        Can You Hear What the Spirit Is Saying?

                        What is the Lord saying in this day and hour? Is the church in the place where it should be? Or, are we missing something?
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                        God’s Judgment on the Counterfeit Church

                        On April 12, 2020, the author had a dream in which he saw terrible judgment coming on those who are part of a false church system. Flee while you still can!
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                        No Condemnation: What Does It Really Mean?

                        No Condemnation: What Does It Really Mean? will help you to grasp hold of Bible truths designed to set you free as a truly forgiven child of God.
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                        Fuzzy Interference on God’s Frequency

                        Fuzzy Interference on God’s Frequency will help you to get properly tuned in to God’s frequency, so that you can hear his voice and walk in the blessing of his perfect peace!
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                        Straight Answers on Water Baptism

                        Straight Answers on Water Baptism offers straightforward answers on the topic of water baptism.
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                        Master Plot to Destroy Humanity

                        Master Plot to Destroy Humanity details a dream the author had, and then correlates that dream with events that are happening today.
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                        Distinguishing Characteristics Between God the Father and Jesus

                        Distinguishing Characteristics Between God the Father and Jesus demonstrates the differences between God the Father and Jesus, in contrast with modalism, which teaches that Jesus and God the Father are the same person.
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                        The Sons of God and the Nephilim

                        The Sons of God and the Nephilim is a detailed overview of how the expression “Sons of God” can be used in Scripture and how it is used in the context of the Nephilim and Sons of God of Genesis 6.
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                        Idolatry and Why You Need to Run from It

                        Idolatry and Why You Need to Run from It is part 2 in a series that provides biblical teaching concerning the issue of idolatry and why it is so dangerous.
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                        Roman Catholic Idolatry and Why You Must Put it Away

                        Roman Catholic Idolatry and Why You Must Put it Away provides biblical teaching concerning the issue of idolatry and why it is so dangerous.
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                        The Leader’s Pride

                        The Leader’s Pride covers 5 biblical examples of leaders who were proud. This is an important biblical teaching which will help you deal with pride in your own life.
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                        Bitter Root Judgment

                        Bitter Root Judgment will explain to you how the heart can become bitter through unresolved pain and how God seeks to bring restoration and healing.
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                        Two Ways to Hear God

                        Two Ways to Hear God describes the two ways in which God speaks to us — either on principle (according to God’s word) or in the spirit. Practical teaching!
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                        Spiritual Warfare at Its Finest

                        Spiritual Warfare at Its Finest details how it is possible for demons to masquerade as God, presenting themselves to believers as God himself. A must read!
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                        God’s Metric

                        God’s Metric will help you to properly align yourself with God’s standard of measurement for your success. Make sure you are aligned!
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                        Get Free in Your Mind!

                        Get Free in Your Mind! is the amazing story of how God can heal you from troubling thoughts in your mind, which can be caused by a variety of reasons.
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                        Knowing God

                        Knowing God explains fundamental principles required to cultivate a deeper intimacy with God. If you are seeking the heart of God, this teaching is for you!
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                        Man Who Wanted to Become Muslim Scholar, Discovers Christ

                        Man Who Wanted to Become Muslim Scholar is about a man who was studying to be a Muslim scholar who tested to see if Allah or Jesus would answer him. Jesus answered!
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                        Why Does God Perform Miracles?

                        Why Does God Perform Miracles? presents the reader with two modern-day miracles. The article explores why God would have done what he did. The nature of God in being both a protector and a provider is discussed.
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                        The Two Sides of Eternity

                        The Two Sides of Eternity is the sad, true account of how the author’s sister rejected Jesus and ended up on the wrong side of eternity. A truly riveting and distressing account!
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                        God of All Wonders

                        God of All Wonders is the amazing story of how detailed information was revealed in advance to the author and his friend about a job that he would soon be working at. One of the most astounding accounts you will ever read!
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                        Is Prophesying for Today?

                        Is Prophesying for Today? will take you through the Scriptures to help you understand what prophesying is, and how it applies today.
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                        More Healing Scriptures

                        More Healing Scriptures is part 2 in a compilation of Scriptures that will speak to you about God’s ability and will to deliver you from evil and sickness. Powerful!
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                        Healing Scriptures

                        Healing Scriptures is a compilation of Scriptures that will speak to you about God’s ability and will to deliver you from evil and sickness. You will be blessed!
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                        Why Am I Discouraged?

                        Why Am I Discouraged? is an uplifting article designed to help meet areas of need when it comes to bringing encouragement to your soul. You will be built up and encouraged!
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                        The Eyes of My Heart

                        The Eyes of My Heart explains how you can willfully choose to focus on that which inspires faith, leading to blessing, or doubt, leading to cursing. Vital information!
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                        Deliver Yourself from the Satanic Struggle for Your Emotions

                        Deliver Yourself from the Satanic Struggle for Your Emotions will give you insight into the workings of demons, and how they can affect believers today. This war is real!
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                        He Is Coming!

                        He Is Coming! is about a dream that was given to a man about the author’s father that turned out to be entirely true and which points to the end times that we are now living in. Riveting!
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                        Dealing with the Big Bad Devil

                        Dealing with the Big Bad Devil provides valuable teaching that will help you resist the onslaught of the enemy when it comes. One of many important articles. This war is real!
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                        The Revealer of Mysteries

                        The Revealer of Mysteries is about a dream that was given to the author in which a man’s name was revealed to him. He would meet that man for the first that same evening. Other dramatic events would unfold!
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                        Understanding God as Father

                        Understanding God as Father was written to help you understand the nature of God, and his desire to have a relationship with you as father. Practical and important teaching.
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                        Pure Words

                        Pure Words is the true account of what happened to the author one night after watching a Harrison Ford movie. Demons came and attacked him! What exactly happened and how did he get free?
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                        Dealing with Demonic Encroachment

                        Dealing with Demonic Encroachment provides insight into helping you understand how demons may encroach upon your life. This war is real!
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                        Glory at McDonald’s

                        Glory at McDonald’s is a true account of a visit to McDonald’s restaurant in which three workers heard the message of the gospel. God still leads people today!
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                        73 Years of Wisdom

                        73 Years of Wisdom is about a man who decided to trust in the Lord before he died. This compelling testimony contains a dream that was given to his son 15 years in advance, indicating how it would come to pass.
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                        The Auto Mechanic

                        The Auto Mechanic is the true story of an encounter with an auto mechanic, during which time the author prayed for his healing. After visiting the doctor, the auto-mechanic discovered that he had been miraculously healed!
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                        Spiritual Report Card

                        Spiritual Report Card contains a test of sorts that you can take in order to find out if you are “making the grade” in terms of your spiritual walk with the Lord. How are you doing? Find out!
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                        Strong as an Ox, Weak as a Baby

                        Strong as an Ox, Weak as a Baby is a true, testimony of how we may sometimes think that we are wholly independent, only to reminded that we are called to a life of intimacy and dependence upon God.
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                        Craziest (Prophetic) Day Ever

                        Craziest (Prophetic) Day Ever started out with a dream about the author’s wife’s boss, in which something was very wrong! The author told the boss what he saw, and in two weeks, the boss was fired!
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                        Good, Good, Father

                        Good, Good, Father was written to help followers of Christ understand the nature of God and his compassion towards them. Find out who your heavenly father is!
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                        A Vision for Canada

                        A Vision for Canada is a compelling read and details the author’s journey through revelation that was received concerning Canada. You may be led to pray for Canada like never before!
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                        Operating in Genuine Spiritual Authority

                        Operating in Genuine Spiritual Authority deals with the issue of what it really takes to have spiritual authority. Many people profess to have it, but do they really have it?
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                        A Future a Vision and a Hope

                        A Future a Vision and a Hope is intended for those who are going through battles of discouragement in their walk with the Lord, and will show you why there is a future, a vision, and a hope!
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                        Who Is Jesus?

                        Who Is Jesus? provides solid answers to questions that are commonly asked about who Jesus actually is. This is a very important teaching that everyone needs to understand.
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                        There’s a God in Heaven Who Loves Children

                        There’s a God in Heaven Who Loves Children is a real-life account of the support of needy children in our world today. God’s love is clearly revealed.
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                        The Call to Evangelize

                        The Call to Evangelize is a compendium of real-life events in which the author encountered people in various circumstances and shared the gospel with them. Encouranging!
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                        The Day the Penny Dropped

                        The Day the Penny Dropped clearly reveals the God of the supernatural who is concerned about the lives of the unborn. An incredible true story!
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                        Preparing for Revival

                        Preparing for Revival is about God moving in our world today and will encourage you to seek God like never before! Compelling & encouraging!
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                        The Man in the Sky

                        Jesus said that as it was during the days of Lot, so shall it be when during the time when Jesus returns. Find out where we are today in prophetic history! It might shock you!
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                        Why Worry?

                        Why Worry? examines key Scripture passages and explains why we should stop worrying and start trusting the Lord for our every need.
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                        The Destitute Woman

                        The Destitute Woman is the true story of the author’s encounter with a woman who had a very real need. God’s heart is revealed. This message speaks hope, encouragement, and intimacy with the God of the Bible who is not dead but surely alive!
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                        The Importance of Home Groups in Overcoming Satanic Forces

                        The Importance of Home Groups in Overcoming Satanic Forces is a true account of deliverance from two demons that occurred as a result of attending a home group.
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                        The Counterfeit Universe

                        The Counterfeit Universe is the true story of a mother who visited a witchdoctor for the sake of her crippled daughter. The mother obeyed the witchdoctor, the girl was healed, but the mother died the next day! Find out what happened, and why you should never see a witchdoctor!
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                        A Cleansed Heart

                        A Cleansed Heart contains a true testimony concerning theft and why only Jesus can heal the guilty conscience.
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                        The Girl at the Store

                        The Girl at the Store contains the story of an encounter with a girl at a store one day, and clearly points to a real God who knows our needs and cares for us! You will be encouraged!
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